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Love Is a Canoe 2013-01-08
a new york times book review editors choice ben schrank s love is a canoe is a smart funny romantic and hugely satisfying novel about the
fragility of human relationships and a heartwarming reminder of what it really means to be good to those we love the author of a classic
self help guide to love and relationships peter herman has won the hearts of romantics and cynics alike but decades have passed since
marriage is a canoe was published and a recently widowed peter begins to question his own advice much to his chagrin he receives a call
from stella petrovic an ambitious young editor in new york city who forces him to reconsider his life s work not to mention the full force of
his delusions the book s fiftieth anniversary is approaching and petrovic has devised a contest to promote the new edition the prize the
chance for the winning couple a pair of outwardly happy brooklynites named emily and eli to save their relationship by spending a
weekend with the reclusive author if peter is going to help the contest s winners he must discover what he meant when he wrote marriage
is a canoe and also find a way for himself to love again

Inheriting a Canoe Paddle 2013-02-25
if the canoe is a symbol of canada what kind of canada does it symbolize inheriting a canoe paddle looks at how the canoe has come to
symbolize love of canada for non aboriginal canadians and provides a critique of this identification s unintended consequences for first
nations written with an engaging personal style it is both a scholarly examination and a personal reflection delving into representations of
canoes and canoeing in museum displays historical re enactments travel narratives the history of wilderness expeditions artwork film and
popular literature misao dean opens the book with the story of inheriting her father s canoe paddle and goes on to explore the canoe
paddle as a national symbol integral to historical tales of exploration and trade central to pierre trudeau s patriotism and unique to
canadians wanting to distance themselves from british and american national myths throughout inheriting a canoe paddle emphasizes the
importance of self consciously evaluating the meaning we give to canoes as objects and to canoeing as an activity

Down the Orinoco in a Canoe 2023-10-26
down the orinoco in a canoe by santiago pérez triana is a captivating travelogue that chronicles the author s remarkable journey down the
orinoco river in a canoe triana s narrative is a vivid and immersive exploration of the natural wonders indigenous cultures and adventures
he encounters along the way this book offers readers a firsthand account of the challenges and discoveries made during the expedition
making it a compelling read for travel enthusiasts and those interested in south american exploration triana s writing captures the allure of
the orinoco and the beauty of the region providing a unique perspective on this uncharted territory
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The Canoe Theory 2006-11
the canoe theory compares an organization and its members to a canoe and its crew like canoes businesses need every member to paddle
together for greater success today more than ever employers and employees feel disconnected from one another the canoe theory
provides solutions to difficult challenges business leaders and employees alike face and details how to bridge the gap and paddle together
this short yet powerful book lays out the seven simple principles of the canoe theory and how implementing them equals organizational
success business leaders from across the country from organizations such as the irvine company dupont and steelcase just to name a few
practice the canoe theory evaluate your organizational needs read this book and turn your business or organization into a dynamic force
with the canoe theory amazon com editorial review the canoe theory captures the essence of the type of corporate culture which produces
best in class results it is a must read for anyone in management patricia cochran cfo of vsp the nation s largest specialized health plan for
vision care which has been listed on fortune magazine s 100 best companies to work for list for the past six years a fifteen year corporate
research study indicated a major disconnect between management and employees in 87 percent of the organizations surveyed in the u s
1989 2004 the canoe theory helps you bridge this gap and offers simple answers to complex issues in the corporate world

Backpacker 1981-02
backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more
often the authority on active adventure backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose editors
personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor
recognizing design feature and product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor industry awards are
measured

A Dictionary of the Otchipwe Language, Explained in English 1878
about the book the canoe maker s son takes you on a glorious adventure from the tropics of hawaiʻi to the open sea to rugged coasts and
dark forests and to the indians of the pacific northwest a story of shanghai survival and surprising ancestry my great great great
grandfather ʻeleu was born in 1773 the old man paused watching his grandson s face light up with excitement he grew up to be a canoe
maker just like his father before him both were in service to kalaniʻōpuʻu the great chief of hawaiʻi island not only were they canoe makers
to the king but ʻeleu went to the pacific northwest coast on a great tall ship what papa i can t believe it it s true boy now let me tell the
story of the canoe maker s son
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The Canoe Maker's Son 2016-06-08
when mr lunch canine bird chaser extraordinaire sees a bear while canoeing he paddles so fast and so far that he ends up in venice

Mr. Lunch Borrows a Canoe 1997-01-01
backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader s doorstep inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more
often the authority on active adventure backpacker is the world s first gps enabled magazine and the only magazine whose editors
personally test the hiking trails camping gear and survival tips they publish backpacker s editors choice awards an industry honor
recognizing design feature and product innovation has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor industry awards are
measured

Puck on Wheels 1886
it is a very easy thing for four boys to make up their minds to get four canoes and to go on a canoe cruise but it is not always so easy to
carry out such a project as charley smith tom schuyler harry wilson and joe sharpe discovered canoes cost money and though some
canoes cost more than others it is impossible to buy a new wooden canoe of an approved model for less than seventy five dollars four
canoes at seventy five dollars each would cost altogether three hundred dollars as the entire amount of pocket money in the possession of
the boys was only seven dollars and thirteen cents it was clear that they were not precisely in a position to buy canoes

Backpacker 1981-02
a journey of whim humor and self discovery along the connecticut river when retired ceo ramsay peard 61 called his old friend david
morine 59 and asked the longtime conservationist if he wanted to canoe the connecticut river morine said he d do it under one condition
no camping we ll rely on the kindness of strangers and that s what they did mooching their way down the river and staying with strangers
every night morine and peard got an inside look at such issues as the demise of farming the loss of manufacturing gay rights and wal mart
versus main street and they were able to delve deep into the lives of complete strangers but morine soon realized the one life he never
dug into was peard s after spending a month with him in a canoe he had no idea that his friend s innermost thoughts had taken a fateful
course written in the tradition of bill bryson s a walk in the woods this book will be treasured by conservationists canoeists and old friends
still seeking a thrill everyone else will be delightfully entertained
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THE CRUISE OF THE CANOE CLUB 1911-01-01
inheriting a canoe paddle emphasizes the importance of self consciously evaluating the meaning we give to canoes as objects and to
canoeing as an activity

Two Coots in a Canoe 2011-05-03
north american canoe country is a complete treatise on the art of canoeing written as a guide for travelers who want to embark on self
sufficient trips deep into the wilderness this book offers readers all the information they need to plan and undertake a canoe trip rutstrum
gives the essentials on canoes comparing birch bark wood wood and canvas and aluminum crafts his paddling techniques are timeless he
describes strategies for rough waters and rapids for boating alone or in tandem including stroke diagrams portaging safety procedures
direction finding towing and much more are systematically explained book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america
inc all rights reserved

Inheriting a Canoe Paddle 2013-01-01
when as a child she first saw a canoe gliding on lake alexander in central minnesota sue leaf was mesmerized the enchantment stayed
with her and shimmers throughout this book as we join leaf and her family in canoeing the waterways of north america always on the
lookout for the good life amid the splendors and surprises of the natural world the journey begins with a trip to the border lakes of the
boundary waters canoe area wilderness then wanders into the many beautiful little rivers of minnesota and wisconsin the provincial parks
of canada the louisiana bayou and the arid west a biologist and birder leaf considers natural history and geology noticing which plants are
growing along the water and which birds are flitting among the branches traveling the routes of the ojibwe voyageurs and map making
explorers she reflects on the region s history peopling her pages with lewis and clark jean lafitte henry schoolcraft and canada s group of
seven artists part travelogue part natural and cultural history portage is the memoir of one family s thirty five year venture into the watery
expanse of the world through sunny days and stormy hours and a few hair raising moments sue and her husband tom celebrate
anniversaries on the water haul their four kids along on family adventures and occasionally make the paddle a social outing with friends
along the way they contend with their own human nature they run rapids when it would have been wiser to portage take portages and
learn truths about aging avoid portages and ponder risk taking through it all out in the open in the wild in the blue exploring the river
means encountering life good decisions and missed chances risks and surprises and the inevitable changes that occur as a family canoes
through time and learns what it means to be human in this natural world
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North American Canoe Country 2000
this is a new release of the original 1896 edition

Portage 2015-10-15
popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that popular
science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it
better

Through the Subarctic Forest 2014-08-07
a heart warming thoroughly modern marvelously illustrated guide boundary waters canoe camping is aimed at paddlers in the boundary
waters canoe area in minnesota and covers places to go planning a canoe trip navigating selecting a canoe and rigging it out selecting
equipment camping and cookery traveling with children and dealing with hazards all brought to you by one of america s most renowned
canoeing experts cliff jacobson this completely updated and revised edition includes more than 100 stunning full color photos new product
ideas and revised appendices gps navigation information has been added and a new chapter on solo canoeing details how to paddle
portage and pack these personal sized watercraft also new is a section with sage advice from some of the top boundary waters paddlers

The Century Dictionary 1889
southeastern minnesota is a paddlers dream throughout the forested bluff land terrain called the driftless area there are both easy
paddling routes as well as challenging more difficult streams all offering beautifull scenic views and a variety of wildlife canoeing the
driftless contains maps and descriptions for over 50 routes covering 600 miles to help you plan your paddling trip information such as
route length difficulty hazards as well as points of interest the best put in and take out accesses and shuttle routes are included to help in
choosing a trip to fit your needs also included are river scenes which have interesting information on history along the routes as well as
some personal sometimes humorous accounts of trips on the rivers canoeing the driftless is written for all levels of paddlers from the
beginner to the most experienced paddler for the beginner to intermediate paddler there are the main routes on the cannon zumbro and
root rivers for the more experienced paddlers the routes on the bear deer whitewater and smaller branches of the root river and zumbro
river provide more challenging runs
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Popular Science 1969-04
this is a new release of the original 1895 edition

Report of the Commissioner for ... 1900
ross mcintyre and his wife jean spent 40 years together paddling the great wilderness rivers of north america paddle beads is ross s
inspirational and moving memoir of those trips and the resultant lifetime journey they took together for those whose hands have not yet
grown a paddle callus mcintyre offers a glimpse of what to expect as a canoe paddle becomes a real companion for those with miles of
water behind and more to come these pieces will vividly bring back the sensation as the bow rises on a wave or as the canoe leans into a
turn and for those who are content to sit comfortably at the fireside and dream about the way things should be paddle beads will take your
imagination on a lasting journey paddle beads is a deeply sensitive introspective view of how wild places and the magic of canoes shape
the human spirit masterfully written and rich with life lessons the author s passion for adventure and his respect for humanity shine
through on every page i simply couldn t put this book down cliff jacobson

Boundary Waters Canoe Camping 2012-02-07
in the heart of algonquin park on the beautiful petawawa river a lone paddler gets into difficulty end of the portage is a true story the kind
that might be told around a campfire and a celebration of the natural world canoeing and camping

How to Build and Manage a Canoe 1975
excerpt from down the orinoco in a canoe to read a book to which a friend has asked you to write a preface is an unusual nay even a
pedantic thing to do it is customary for a preface monger to look contemptuously at the unopened bundle of his friends proofs and then to
sit down and overflow you his opinions upon things created and those which the creator has left in chaos i plead guilty at once to
eccentricity which is worse than the sin of witchcraft for witchcraft at one time may have exposed one to the chance of the stake but
eccentricity at all times has placed one outside the pale of hall right thinking men about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
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in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Canoeing the Driftless 2004-02-11
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Forest and Stream 1897
describes the skills and techniques women need to know to safely paddle a canoe on calm water and whitewater and offers advice on
purchasing equipment planning trips conditioning and special circumstances

Bazaar Exchange and Mart, and Journal of the Household 1877
contributed articles

Canvas Canoes 2014-08-07
excerpt from as the water flows a record of adventures in a canoe on the rivers and trout streams of southern england the author wishes
to express her thanks to viscount de barbe for the gift of his beautiful snap shots of running water also to mr dickenson and to others
whose names appear beneath their illustrations and yet again to those happy possessors of trout streams who gave their generous
permission to pass through their waters she also appreciates very warmly the kind help and advice of mr grant richards in the production
of this book o ye whales and that move in the waters bless ye the lord praise him and magnify him for ever about the publisher forgotten
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books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Paddle Beads 2010-08
this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is
culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you
enjoy this valuable book the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is
provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification through the subarctic forest a record of a canoe journey from fort
wrangel to the pelly lakes and down the yukon river to the behring sea western americana frontier history of the trans mississippi west
1550 1900 warburton mayer pike e arnold 1896 alaska british columbia northwest canadian

End of the Portage 2017-08-25
lourie completed his trip it took him three weeks and marked the first time anyone has traveled from the source of the hudson to the
mouth in a single vessel the hudson proved to be a very changeable river it includes seven locks and nine power dams the northern half is
a true river with strong current but the lower half is tidal a sunken river from the days of glaciers in its first 165 miles it drops more than 4
000 feet to albany the second half falls no more than a foot lourie s account of his trip is a fresh look at one of america s great and
complex waterways one of the few in fact that still contains its historical and biological species of fish it is also the longest inland estuary
in the world henry hudson called it the great river of the mountains nowadays too often the hudson is stereotyped as a ruined polluted
industrial river its glorious past is compared to its present neglect in river of mountains peter lourie combines the hudson s rich history and
descriptions of some of the region s most impressive landscape with the residents of its mill towns the loggers commercial fishermen and
barge pilots all of whom are proof that the river is still a thriving vital waterway so come with peter lourie on his trip come explore with him
from a canoe one of this country s great rivers join him in his wonderful adventure
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Down the Orinoco in a Canoe (Classic Reprint) 2015-08-06

Outing 1891

Down the Orinoco in a Canoe 2019-03-05

Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine ... 1885

The Century 1885

Canoeing 1999

Outing and the Wheelman 1894

Nature-man-spirit Complex in Tribal India 1981

All the Year Round 1884
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The History of Melanesian Society 1968

As the Water Flows 2016-08-26

Through the Subarctic Forest 2014-02

River of Mountains 2023-11-15
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